
Complete project support to

investors, general constructor

www.ujhazbudapest.hu



We are involved in public investments in the fields of transport 

construction, bridge, road, railway, monument reconstruction, 

hall construction. In addition, we are also involved in the 

supply of building materials for condominiums, residential 

parks, hotels.

Új-Ház Centrum Budapest Zrt.

2010 - The company was founded by Hungarian-owned 
professional investors, through a joint effort

2011 - Opening of the first commercial unit in Diósd. It is primarily 
a retail service.

2012 - Opening of the company’s logistics center in Csepel. 

Since 2013, the company has been a major trader in the region, 
actively participating in different projects. 

As of 2015, we have become active participants in the priority 
construction projects in cooperation with the construction and 
investment partners of Új-Ház Centrum Budapest Zrt.

Our product range includes everything you need to build or 

renovate a family house or even a condominium. We have high 

stocks of building material products to ensure flexible service.
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The project sales service of Új-Ház Centrum Budapest Zrt. 
fully covers the needs of the market.

We provide a wide range of building materials to complete your 

investments, from the start of construction to the completion of 

construction.

The Új-Ház Centrum Budapest Zrt. has become a major player 

in the domestic building material supplier market, satisfying the 

needs of state, local government and external customers, as one 

of the market leading companies.

With many years of professional experience, we support the 

daily work of our Partners 

We provide fast and flexible service, even with a fixed delivery 

schedule

Delivery of goods from stock

Development of alternative solutions as needed, introduction 

of novelties

Competitions for our Partners

Monitoring the progress of deliveries for construction work

Collecting the delivered products and sending them to the 

customer periodically to keep the project up to date

The financial security and predictability required for the 

implementation of the project

Personal project management, professional consultation - 

organization of manufacturer consultancy, training.
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The company has made significant 

headcount and asset improvements that 

have helped improve efficiency. With our own 

means of transport and the logistical support 

required for delivery, we deliver on time.

Our sales experience, stable supplier 

relationships and networks, dedicated, 

skilled professionals, capitalized firm 

provide a solid foundation for our projects 

and guarantee that our Partners’ building 

materials are supplied with the required 

professional and technical content 

on time and at competitive prices.

I hope that we can welcome you among 

our Partners very soon.
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OUR VISION

As a member of a market 

leader Hungarian-owned, 

nationwide building 

materials trading network 

- we intend to maintain 

and strengthen our market 

position to the satisfaction 

of our customers and 

partners.
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Reliability

Stability

Honesty

Unity

Professionalism, skills 

Quality

Development

OUR GUIDELINES
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Our systems delivered 
for projects

Civil engineering, environmental engineering 

(manholes, water sinks, concrete pipes)

Surface and rainwater drainage systems

Drainage systems (KG pipes, fittings)

Concrete elements, paving stones, curbs

Prefabricated reinforced concrete elements 

(housing module, shaft, fire water reservoir)

Formwork elements, slabs    

Ceramic masonry materials, accessories 

Masonry mortars      

Machine renders, smoothing renders  

Substrate levelers, adhesives, grouters  

Hot and cold covering materials

External and internal waterproofing

Roofing systems (tiles, accessories) 

Doors and windows 

Dryvit systems     

Interior Architecture (Plasterboard Systems)  

Mechanical systems  

Exterior and interior paints
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Új-Ház Centrum Budapest Zrt.

www.ujhazbudapest.hu
facebook.com/UjHazCentrumBudapestZrt

Nepp Dániel - project leader
+36 20 438 0923
nepp.daniel@ujhazcentrumbudapest.hu

Bíró Kata - project manager
+36 20 235 2477
biro.kata@ujhazcentrumbudapest.hu

Pálinkó Gabriella - project coordinator
+36 20 457 4643
palinko.gabriella@ujhazcentrumbudapest.hu

Varga Ferenc - CEO
+36 70 457 5154
varga.ferenc@ujhazcentrumbudapest.hu

2049 Diósd, Balatoni út 10.
+36 23 888 788
1214 Bp, II. Rákóczi Ferenc út 372/B
+36 1 300 2500


